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CRITICAL INTERVENTIONS FOR THE REHABILITATION OF THE CARNIVAL

FROM MAS 2014

PROPOSAL FOR INNOVATIONS FOR CARNIVAL 2014:

1. THE NCC MUST BE RE-STRUCTURED AS AN ORGANISATION THAT 

UNDERSTANDS ITS AMBIT IS THE 300 TRINI-STYLED CARNIVALS 

WORLDWIDE- staffing, vision, salaries, etc. This change in focus will logically shift 

debates and the emphasis from ‘what is de route’- to the Legacy, workings, and 

possibilities of ‘Trinbago Global-Carnival Incorporated’ which is a multi-billion dollar 

going concern and is our primary Legacy to planet Earth. An appreciation of the bigger 

picture may also help us solve smaller problems like ‘de route’.

2. ACOUSTIC MONDAY: CARNIVAL MONDAY NEEDS TO BE CONVERTED 

INTO ACOUSTIC MONDAY AS MONDAY HAS LOST ITS WAY.Close off city 

centres to DJ music- from Woodbrook to Port of Spain proper: let pan, drum, and live-

band music explode. On Monday let the Kings and Queens and traditional mas parade. 

Make Monday a special day for Village Carnivals and open them up by having regular 

PTSC shuttles going to and from.Have special stages set aside for the traditional mas to 

perform and possibly for King and Queens to mount for display. These require design 

brilliant commissioned design solutions.

3. CREATE ‘HOUSES’ FOR THE TRADITIONAL MAS-Traditional Mas characters 

are unique types of masquerade that are infact Secret Societies. They require Houses or 

Guilds/Lodgeswhere their rituals, techniques, languages, and costume traditions can be 

passed on. What these traditions need are the Temples where their secrets can be engaged

properly. Appropriate houses within ‘source communities’ should be identified and 

converted into these ‘Lodges’. ‘Build It and They will Come’- the appropriate 

masqueraders will find themselves by the Gates and Doors… Certain vernacular Heritage

Sites (cheap and easy to maintain) can be converted for this possibility.

4. RESOURCE THE GUILDS OF MASTERS FOR CARNIVAL KING, QUEENS, 

AND INDIVIDUALS- The Guild of Masters  is a unit and methodology created to rescue 

and pass on endangered traditional skills which are in clear and present danger of 

disappearing because they are in 1 or 2 Elders heads. The Guild is set up on a workshop 

principle of Master Elder Artisansworking with Master Younger Apprentices in the 
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recreation of Masterworks- and the recording and the codification of the process. This is 

the only way to pass on classical-era level artisan skill given especially the crucial nature 

of the time constraints where we are racing senility, infirmity, and mortality. The 

materials generated can then be used to generate an indigenous curriculumthat is our 

comparative tertiary level advantage on the rest of the world. Major exhibition material 

can be curated out of the material. The recreated masterworks will now also be available 

to be exhibited nationally and internationally and become income generating artefacts in 

themselves.The tradition of King, Queen and Individual costume traditions is in jeopardy 

as any cursory glance at the Finals confirms. There are only about 3 Master-artisans who 

understand the physics and construction science and craft that operated in the great 

costume of 1989 go back. That costume engineering is what separates T&T carnival from

every single human festival on planet earth- and it will be lost. The Guilds are the only 

way to pass on the skill, and recreating the old costumes the only way. Thus the Guild is 

also the first stage in the creation of the Carnival and Steelband Museum.

5. BUILD THE CARNIVAL, STEELBAND & FESTIVAL MUSEUM-This country has

been through a Golden Age of creativity in Pan, Mas, and Calypso and needs a cathedral 

constructed to honour this.Imagine this: we create the Carnival and Steelband Museum in

the Savannah integrated with the stands. The 100 Greatest Costumes of all time are re-

created through the Guild and are on display with major real and virtual collections. 

Every day select costumes will dance in the internal courtyard restaurant for lunch and 

dinner diners. A roster is drawn up for the year where people can book seats in advance 

to witness their favourite costume dance… At the ‘Kings Go Forth’ show after Carnival 

held on the stage we will hold coronations for each Monarch- Stickfighter, Extempo, 

Soca Monarch, Calypso King… All culminating with the coronation of the King and 

Queen costumes- where it’s announced if this year’s winners are worthy to be on 

permanent display in the Museum. At which point- if they are- the ‘anointed’ ascend the 

platform where waiting to receive them are the immortal greats ‘Tan Tan’, ‘Saga Boy’, 

‘Beauty in Perpetuity’, ‘Splendoria’, etc and they are danced into the permanent 

collection… Imagine that! Then we’d understand who we are…

6. IMPLEMENT THE SEASONAL CARNIVAL TAX: For carnival 2014 we need to 

implement a seasonal carnival tax on businesses that earn exorbitant profits during the 

season like: Hotels; Alcoholic beverages; costume stores; water and beverage companies;

fast food outlets; truck companies; bottlers; beauty products; etc.This money can then be

placed into a Special Carnival Fund created for grant funding for carnival creators 

administered by the to-be-established National Arts Council. Discussions must begin 



with Internal Revenue, the Chambers of Commerce, etc for this and it must be included in

this year’s PSIP.

7. RETURN PANORAMA TO ITS RITUAL POWER-The strategy for Panorama is 

two-fold- the first is the consolidation of the Rituals of Panorama.The slow collapse of 

panorama has been because of the interference with these ‘ritual elements’ which have to 

do with the fact that Panorama is a Ritual where communities groom and bear witness to 

‘Warriors of Steel’ who prepare musical arsenals in their Yards.Then these Warriors and 

their communities get ready to do battle’ and journey down collectively to the Gayelle of 

the Big Stage in the Grand Savannah where a series of places or Points serve the 

convergence of these communities and the performance of the Bands. Any insensitive 

tinkering with the ‘Stations of this Cross’ and you destroy the alchemy of the Festival. 

Having had a series of interventions inflicted on it over the years these Points have been 

weakened and MUST be restored and reinvigorated:

 The build-up preparation of bands in the Panyard

 The selection of the tune

 The gathering of the community

 The journey to the Gayelle

 The savannah periphery

 The Track

 The pushing of the pans

 The Pit

 The playing of the panorama tune

 Silence during the performance

 Pushing the pans off the stage

 Waiting for results

 The reaction to results

These are holy points of ritual and must be respected and consolidated to return the 

life to Panorama.

The second series of interventions have to do with sensitive innovations that need to be 

done to these and new additions to the Ritual and Spaces of Panorama.These have to do 

with sensitive ‘design-led solutions’.

 Dressing each space with demographically themed designs- Grand Stand, 

North Stand, the Greens…All host different demographics with different needs as 

regards their relationship to pan. Every consideration made has to be about 

consolidating that demographics relationship to Pan. This has to do with ambient 



design. There can be a permanent base to the design of each area with new 

interchangeable layers and elements changed each year- according to relevant 

annual themes.

 Creation of well-designed collectible and accessible Publicationsfor each 

demographic. This is key. There needs to be attractive popular published material 

of all sorts targeted for each space- with a premium collectible publishing artefact 

for everyone. (full disclosure I have created such a publication- a series of Pan 

booklets)

 Insist on a better Panorama sound system- or esle-50% of the blame for the 

destruction of Panorama and the loss of interest by patrons of Pan is due to the 

terrible sound systems in the North Stands and the Greens. Great sound systems 

will make the experience of Pan music inescapable, perfusive, and majestic. 

People disregard pan songs during breaks and pan during performance because of 

how bad the sound systems are. There is no excuse of this in this day and age

 Modern AV screens must be used to bring the action of the stage and the 

surroundings of Panorama to the festival goer. Every single fete has giant 

screens bringing audience members more into the action of the event- why not in 

the Savannah? There is also room for interactivity here with competitions, and an 

internal live broadcast…

 Full pan immersion:Panorama must be designed with the idea of ‘Full pan 

immersion’: from the time someone turns on their radio and TV on the days of 

semis- and finals;from the time they approach the Savannah, enter the city, enter 

the grounds, and enter the Stands, and walk around it… They must be always 

reminded at every turn that they are in a Pan Environment and the greatest music 

festival and steelband festival in the world is now on! Trivia and historical 

iconography of pan must assault their senses…

 ALL THESE ARE QUESTIONS AND SOLUTIONS OF DESIGN THAT 

CANNOT BE ANSWERED BY PUBLIC SERVANTS OR NEOPHYTES. 

THEY CAN ONLY BE ANSWERED BY EXPERIENCED DESIGN 

PROFESSIONALS IN LANDSCAPING, INTERIOR DESIGN, 

ADVERTISING, EVENT DESIGN, AND VISIONARY ARTISTS OR 

LARGER AESTHETIC CONSULTANTS AND EXPERTS

 Merchandise: There is room to commission and/or license tonnes of themed 

merchandise from pan and create streams of income. This entails the 

consolidation of pan intellectual capital- photographs, artifacts, etc… This entails 



then setting up bids for vendors, artists, etc interested in creating merchandise out 

of the artifacts with relevant revenue and royalty streams captured and distributed 

properly. A merchandise and intellectual property office around carnival and pan 

may have to be created to curate all the possible properties that are possible. We 

will have to create the relevant collection agencies locally to deal with this 

initiative

 Understand the demographics of each space created for Panorama and 

design for them- and create generation succession plans for new and 

advancing demographics and their shifts in tastes and design sensibility: This

means having a 100 year plan for each space and how Panorama would have to 

accommodate these changing demographics over time. Bear the following in 

mind:

 The Grand Stand is for the Golden Age carnival crowd (75 and over). Design 

the experience so. Décor, food, games, trivia, dress, attendants, experience... 

However note that this generation will be only around for 10 more years. After 

which you must ask- ‘Who will inherit the Grand Stand as a viewing location?

 The North Stand is for the Independence Generation (55- 75) and Generation

Lion (35- 55) the last cultured spirits of Trinidad- who know how to fete 

without disrespecting the Pan. To whom the names Desperadoes, Fonclaire, Phase

II mean something. Design it so. Give them the memorabilia to deepen their 

understanding of the culture they celebrate…  North Stand 2013 looked 

abandoned by corporate and public sector patrons, desolate, like if somebody 

forgot panorama was on that day and forgot to build the sets. Contrast the 

emptiness of amenities of north stand to the gilded tent city of The Greens with 

toilets, bars, vendors, lavish corporate tents and signage as far as the eye could 

see, etc…NCC must insist on an equality of patronage between the venues.

 The Greens is where the new generation is (the under 35s): ignorant, 

philistine, alcoholic, and carnal. An Americanised generation- but with 

Trinbagonian instincts.We must deepen those instincts. Let this space be the 

great experiment between modernity and tradition- let Pan be inescapable and its 

crowning glory. Massive screens with the bands on-stage. Create multi-media 

pan-based icons, short programming, etc for the screens, etc. At the centre of The 

Greens experience there must be a brilliant sound-system blaring the pan 

selections and performances- forcing the Greens to listen.  Pan-stalls and 

memorabilia must everywhereintegrated into any corporate tent. May it never be 



far from their consciousness that the reason they’re there is Pan! Make the rituals 

of carnival sexy to the young. 

 Let our best design visionaries like Minshall help re-engineer the Festival 

sensitively. Look at it as a whole- then its parts… For instance: You want 

youths in ‘the Greens’ mentally involved in Panorama? Bring back medium-

sized bands for Semis. Let them only play party-soca as their tune-of-choice. 

Watch the difference in audience participation!  

 Design to bring ‘de Roots’ back to the ‘Track’... Programmes must be created 

to bring back ‘roots and source communities’ of pan back to ‘De Track’. 

Especially there must be programmes to bring back youths- especially the 

marginalised young African males.   Note: if you bring the girls the boys will 

follow  … The Track was the place where all the different communities of Pan met 

and mingled- it must be free and must be allowed to breathe and be ‘The Melting 

Pot’. This needs to be facilitated and made ‘Joyous’.

 Panorama needs its new Muse since Kitchener- 75% of the bands played Kitch’s 

music and his death left a vacuum in pan’s repertoire which has led to a crisis in 

Panorama music which has resulted in audience apathy for the new music. I 

suggest it will come from one (or all) of his 3 heirs: Rudder; Kernel Roberts; or 

yes, Iwer George! 

 Also melodic popular party tunes must supplant those boring formulaic ‘pan 

tunes’ currently defiling Kitch’s legacy. Mandate that medium-size bands only 

play party tunes.These formulaic ‘pan tunes’ are pan versions of crap formulaic 

Dimanche Gras calypso, and formulaic Malick/Shiv Shakti-type variety shows. 

They represent what politicians and ‘culture judges’ have reduced ‘culture’ to. Art

must come from tradition, inspiration, invention, and innovation- not formulas 

created by judges and politicians.Kitch built an Academy to pass on tradition and 

proper innovation- the Revue. Kitch’s Revue had many outstanding graduates. 

The best of these graduates have become the signal heirs to aspects of The Grand 

Tradition of the narrative calypso-and Kitch’s ability. The Best of the Best have 

revolutionised the lessons he taught them. The three heirs apparent to Kitch, who 

allhave the clues to the revitalising of the Tent tradition on one hand, and the 

narrative kaiso and the Panorama on the other are: David Rudder; Iwer George; 

and Kitch’s son Kernel Roberts. The three constitute the triumvirate of genius of 

the modern narrative calypso tradition. Bands must be encouraged to play their 

music.



8. RETURN DIMANCHE GRAS TO ITS RITUAL POWER-Understand that Dimanche

Gras is the head Gayelle in the country and carnival- and design it accordingly. It is 

where the ultimate Carnival Kings and Queens are crowned. Design it so. Also 

understand that it must be designed with television in mind- as well as a modern event-

going public.The same modern design infrastructure that should be in place in all the 

stands for Panorama would serve the Dimanche Gras going audience- the screens, etc…

Dimanche Gras can only re-supplant Soca Monarch if it understands that whatever 

happens to the tradition of Calypso- IT IS THE GREAT GAYELLE WHERE ALL 

MUST COME TO FIGHT!

9. RECOGNISE THAT CALYPSO’S POWER HAS MIGRATED TO NEW 

PLACES::Calypso is dying in the public’s consciousness and in the spaces where it has 

traditionally lived- but it is not dying in actuality.  Calypso vitality has simply migrated

outside of the traditional spaces- which have been mismanaged and politically 

corrupted. Calypso is almost effectively dead in the Tents, radio, and the Dimanche 

Gras stage- but is alive in public and private sector competitions and elsewhere. It 

has been reduced to a 2 dimensional sense of its dynamic sense in the Tents where it has 

become a cultural CPEP gang.Because of this and problems of the state of Calypso 

recordings (cheap and badly arranged/no live instrument studios left/ recordings that do 

not refer to the rich arrangements of bands like Cummings and the Wailers, Joey Lewis, 

etc) and because of mercenary, coward, incompetent radio programme managers- radio 

has abandoned Calypso. 

10. OPEN UP THE CALYPSO MONARCH TO ALL FORMS OF CALYPSO: Calypso

is evolving into many forms which shows its vitality and ability to incorporate all 

kinds of influences and still remain calypso- ragga, rapso, chutney, soca, etc. These 

must be accepted as evolved forms of the Calypso and eligible for competition.

11. RETURN THE CALYPSO MONARCH AS THE GREATEST PERFORMANCE 

COMPETITION IN CARNIVAL: Dimanche Gras suffers from this over-reliance 

on Tent singers and this retrograde idea of Calypso to mean ‘boring political 

commentary’. Because of all these issues the Dimanche Gras Calypso Monarch does 

not matter to the Trinidad and Tobago public- whereas before he was the Voice of 

the Nation. Now the Soca Monarch is that. How do we return Calypso to the centre of 

the equation? By the following interventions:

 Widen the catchment area for Dimanche Gras: Dimanche Gras must be seen as the 

Mother Calypso competition where all streams of calypso flow into!!! It must 

acknowledge that firstly the greatest exponents of vintage commentary calypso now 



exist in corporate and public sector competitions along with NAAC competitions- and

not the tents. Dimanche Gras must choose from these pools as well as from the best 

exponents of all the different forms of calypso- the best fete soca, smut, groovy soca, 

ragga, rapso, chutney, etc.This might mean having to expand the finalists to 16 

singers- still doing 2 songs each.They must now all go to the Dimanche Gras Gayelle 

to fight!

 The best calypso songs in the country must compete against one another- the 

Soca Monarch and Chutney Monarch will just be one of a number of other 

competitors from all the various fields that must meet and do battle. They must 

all be seen to be children of the Great Mother CALYPSO. Only THEN will the 

Dimanche Gras Monarch mean something. The competition may also determine what

form of Calypso is ruling the roost and nation’s consciousness at any point in time- 

and will encourage each champion of each form to COME WITH IT!!!

 Limit the budget for props and people on stage with the competitor.

 Revolutionise the recording of traditional calypso: Create a Calypso Recording 

Studio, re-employ live music engineers like Eric Michaud and Robin Foster and 

employ the bands like Cummings, Joey Lewis etc to record Calypsoes. Let the 

Vintage Sound really be a collectible Vintage Sound. Collectible CD Anthologies 

etc can then be created from this.

 From the music recorded at this studio create a series of Best of Calypso CD 

anthologies after the Carnival. Well designed and engineered. They can also be 

themed. Best Smut of 2014, etc

 NCC should also partner with the Trade Union halls which have been traditionally 

been the homes of Calypso Tents to upgrade all their halls- along with corporate 

partners. This needs to be sensitively designed…

12. MAKE THE BAND OF THE YEAR THE MOST IMPORTANT COMPEITION IN

CARNIVAL BY IMPLEMENTING ‘THE FUTURE OF MAS COMPETITION’- 

Carnival band costuming is also in jeopardy. Economic and other forces have conspired 

to kill the costume tradition. It remains the primary element and draw that will determine 

the success of each carnival in terms of spectacle and audience verdict- especially foreign

audience verdict. We can save the costuming tradition by implementing Minshall’s ‘The 

Future of Carnival’ idea which understands this basic truth: the Golden Age of Mas was 

the accidental result of phenomena where certain geographic communities cohered 

around certain design geniuses and artisans. These historic communities to a large 

measure no longer exist and those types of artists no longer participate in the Mas. ‘The 



Future of Mas’ competition will encourage artists and artisans to attach themselves to the 

new modern type of communities- sports-clubs, youth groups, limes, business 

organisations, etc.  This re-engineering will be done by making ‘Band of the Year’ the 

most prestigious prize in carnival - $3 million- open only to bands from 30 to 300 

people  .This will radically change the carnival band economic unit into an  economy of 

scale that  is do-able and will unleash latent design talent. Artists and artisans of all 

classes will get interested. Limes, youth groups, sports clubs, and familieswill get back 

interested in forming bands. This will return Carnival to community. Give it 2 years and 

witness the explosion of creativity we thought disappeared. 

13. LET THESE BANDS OF 30- 300 PEOPLE BE THE ONLY BANDS TO CROSS 

THE BIG STAGE.Let the big bands parade around the Savannah with a special stage in 

front the Magnificent Seven.A different bleacher system would have to be created with 

picnic areas etc.Have these two types of bands parade different routes so that they never 

bounce up- until after they cross the stage…Thus there must be 2 tiers of routes: one for 

big bands, the other for smaller ones- as well as there must be different routes for those 

headed to the Savannah and judging routes- and for those who already have crossed those

venues. Never the twain shall meet.

14. REDUCE THE COST OF MAS RAW MATERIALS-Implement the removal of vat 

and duty on Mas raw materials as per the list generated in past consultations.

15. CREATE THE MAS FACTORY IN EAST PORT OF SPAIN-Create a Mas Factory 

in East Port of Spain the crucible of Carnival. A full-time facility that will supply the 300 

Trini-Styled carnivals with costuming.This will have to work with down and upstream 

industries creating Mas raw materials- plastics, beads, feathers (from the poultry 

industry), paper, glass, etc from oil and gas, pitch, and other industries.Especially 

important will be a ‘Special Green Incentive’ inside of the programme for recycling 

of waste material- bottle caps, paper, plastics,etc in the creation of costuming.

16. MAKE IT MANDATORY THAT MEDIA MUST COVER THE VILLAGE 

CARNIVALS-It must be mandatory that anyone who wins the rights to cover carnival 

must cover the Village Carnivals to the tune of 20 minutes every hour. Same for radio.

17. CONSOLIDATE THE RISE OF THE RHYTHM SECTIONS-Rhythm Sections have

been announcing their presence for a while, it is time to create a vehicle for them Also let

the rhythm sections go where they’re screaming to go. There’s a new music that wants to 

emerge from our rhythm sections. It’s waiting on our sound engineers, a new generation 

of chantwells, the stage, and context to emerge. Is there a possibility of integrating a 



Rhythm Section competition into Panorama or will this be too distracting? Is such a

competition a great post-carnival cool-down competition?

18. REINTRODUCE VIEY LA COU AT QUEENS HALL-The traditional mas needs 

proper incubators and Viey La Cou at Queen’s Hall was an important part of that round- 

the Old Yard at UWI Creative Arts has kept it alive but is too displaced from the Port of 

Spain context. Viey La Cou needs to return. 

19. ALL TRADITIONAL FINALS AND COMPETITIONS MUST BE SHOT 

PROPERLY AND BROADCAST LIVE- Traditional Mas must be returned to being a 

centrepiece of Carnival rather than a fringe-event for hobbyist and connoisseurs. It must 

be treated as one of the central competitions and rituals of Carnival.This includes stick-

fighting and other traditional competitions...

20. THERE MUST BE COMPREHENSIVE DAILY & WEEKLY CARNIVAL 

SCHEDULES IN THE MEDIA- USE THE MEDIA TO MAGNETISE THE 

PUBLIC: For the 2 months of carnival a carnival calendar should appear as a strip 

down the side of the cover of daily newspapers. It can be sponsored. Therein all the 

information of carnival will be placed- with preference to village and NCC related events.

Private promoters can pay for column inches. Every Sunday paper should feature an 

updated weekly calendar of what is to happen in the carnival nation for that week. 

Every hour on radio and TV should feature an updated schedule.

21. REVERSE THE MARGINALIZATION OF THE URBAN UNDERCLASS- 

especially low-income black males- who were the engine of carnival. The only arena 

where they have access is the most vital part of Carnival- Soca. The solution for the gang 

and crime problem and the collapse of Carnival is the same: harness the creative energy 

of urban black males through gifting them back things which they blest this society with.

22. CREATE PROGRAMMES TO REINTEGRATE YOUNG, URBAN, BLACK 

BOYS INTO CARNIVAL TRADITIONS THROUGH MENTORSHIP, GRANTS, 

QUOTAS, ETC: EVERY form of pop culture in the world remains vital by the 

contributions of urban black males- when they are marginalised from the form it begins 

to decay. The collapse of Laventille into a zone of black-on-black gangland killing is a 

direct result of our leadership class abandoning the Legacy of the Golden Age. During 

our Golden Age the ‘6000 dangerous boys’ converted themselves from gangs into 

orchestras. They turned themselves into poets, inventors, scientists, conductors, 

musicians, MASMEN, and managers. They spread the carnival to 300 places all over the 

earth. But they were never crowned. No industry was invested from out of their gifts. 



23. RECREATE CRAFT AND ARTISAN GUILDS AND TECH INSTITUTES IN 

COMMUNITIES AND CREATE A CERTIFIED ARTISAN CLASS: The reason 

why T&T had the greatest carnival is because we had the greatest ex-slave artisan class 

that was industrial, agricultural, traditional, and more. So when they were called to create 

design solutions for ‘a costume 30ft x 40ft they had a number of skills to bring to the 

solutions. The collapse of carnival is also the story of the collapse of that artisan class

after Independence. If we need to simultaneously restore artisanry to carnival, black

boys to carnival, and honour and peace to urban communities we need to restore 

artisan Guilds and technical institutes to these communities and bring these Guilds 

and Institutes into the carnival. The Omnibus Mas Factories are the crucibles where 

this can happen.


